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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
We consider the problem of one dimensional wave propagation in an inhomo-
geneous elastic medium. The direction of propagation is taken to be along the 
stratification. The problem is posed on the half line 2 > 0, in the following manner. 
The governing equation for the shear wave is 
putt - {tiUz)z = 0, 0 < 2 < 00, 0 < /, (1.1a) 
where p { z )  is the density and /ii(z) is the shear modulus which are unknown. The 
system is at rest for / < 0, 
u { z , t )  =  0  for < < 0 (1.1b) 
and we introduce an excitation at the point 2 = 0 of the form 
U z ( 0 , t )  =  — ( l * l c )  
We can then read off the impulse response at the point 2 = 20 and collect 
information of the form 
u { z o , t )  =  ( ? ( < ) .  
If p  and f i  are positive measurable functions then Lions [15] showed that the 
problem (1.1a) — (1.1c) has a unique solution. 
The direct problem is, given p  and f i  to find u(zo) 0 = G { t ) .  Under the conditions 
on p and fi just noted, the direct problem has a unique solution. 
T h e  g e n e r a l  i n v e r s e  p r o b l e m  t h e n  i s  t o  d e t e r m i n e  p  a n d  f i  f o r  z > 0, f r o m  G { t )  
o r  G ' ( t ) .  
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We define the impedance A  by 
^ = ( p m )  ' • 
By choosing proper units to measure the displacement v ,  we may achieve the nor­
malization 
which we henceforth assume. 
It is well known that the impulse response u  depends only on the impedance A  
as a function of travel time x, where the travel time x is defined as 
Hence, recovering p  and f X  individually from a single function G { t )  of one variable 
i s  n o t  p o s s i b l e .  T h e r e f o r e ,  t h e  i n v e r s e  p r o b l e m  i s  t o  d e t e r m i n e  t h e  i m p e d a n c e  A  
w h i c h  i s  a  c o m b i n a t i o n  o f  p  a n d  ^  a s  a  f u n c t i o n  o f  t r a v e l  t i m e ,  f r o m  G { t )  o r  G ' { t ) .  
L e t  x q  =  x ( z o ) .  T h e n  t h e  d a t a  t a k e s  t h e  f o r m  u ( x Q , t )  =  G ( t ) .  
When Co = 0 the above inverse problem is known as an inverse reflection problem. 
Various authors (Bamberger, Chavent and Lailly [3], Carroll and Santosa [8], Sondhi 
and Gopinath [21], Symes [22]) studied this problem and proved versions of the 
following statement: 
The trace G ( t )  =  u ( 0 , i )  for 0 < < < 2 X  determines the impedance ^4 as a 
f u n c t i o n  o f  t r a v e l  t i m e  f o r  0  <  r  <  X .  
A s  a function of x  and i, the impulse response u  satisfies the following normalized 
wave equation 
A(0) = 1 
1.1 Inverse Reflection Problem 
Auit — (Aux)x =0, a; > 0, < > 0 (1.2a) 
with boundary condition 
U x i O j i )  =  - 6 ( < ) ,  i  >  0 (1.2b) 
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and 
u { x , t )  = 0 for < < 0. (1.2c) 
Newton [17], Sabatier [19] and Ware and Aki [24] studied various aspects of re­
lated problems in terms of inverse quantum scattering techniques under assumptions 
involving A Ç. C^. Bamberger et al. treated this inverse problem as an optimization 
problem. Burridge [6] gave a time domain derivation of the Gelfand-Levitan and 
related integral equations which arise in the inverse reflection problems. Using trans­
mutation techniques Carroll and Santosa [7], [8] obtained a Gelfand-Levitan type 
e q u a t i o n  t o  r e c o v e r  A { x ) ,  0  <  x  <  J T  f r o m  t h e  m e a s u r e d  d a t a  ( ? ( < ) ,  0  <  <  <  2 X .  
Their method requires that A Ç: C^. Symes [22] gave uniqueness, existence, and 
c o n t i n u o u s  d e p e n d e n c e  r e s u l t s  v a l i d  w h e n  A  G  H ^ .  
Using the weU known progressing wave expansion of Lax and Courant ([11] Chap 
6 ) Symes [22] showed that the distribution solution of (1.2a) — (1.2c) is smooth 
inside the light cone {(a:,<): 0 < z < <}, vanishes when x > t and satisfies the 
characteristic boundary condition 
The above explicit relation between the solution u  and the impedance ^4 is known 
as the first transport equation. 
Therefore, the problem (1.2a) — (1.2c) is equivalent to the following Goursat 
problem 
u { x j x ' ^ )  =  A  ^ ( x ) ,  X  >  0 .  
Autt — (Auxjx =0, 0  <  X  <  t  
U x ( 0 , t )  = 0 ,  t  >  0  
tt(x,®'*") = ^ ~2(x), X > 0. 
(1.3a) 
(1.3b) 
(1.3c) 
To reconstruct the impedance A ,  from u(0, <), 0 < i < 2 X  by using the above Gour­
sat problem, a numerical method called the layer stripping method was developed 
4 
independently by Bube and Burridge [5], Santosa and Schwetlick [20], Driessel and 
Symes [12], Berryman and Greene [4]. 
Let 
A '  
Then the characteristic boundary value problem (1.3a) — (1.3c) is equivalent to 
U t t  —  U z z  -  o - U x  = 0, 0 < a; < < (1.4a) 
•Ue(0,<) = 0, <>0 (1.4b) 
1 y® 
u(x,x'^) = exp( — - / <T(a)(Za), i > 0. (1.4c) 
^ Jo 
Symes [23] studied the map F given by: 
F :Z^(0,JC) 1^(0,2X) 
with F(o-)(<) = ut(0,t), where u solves the Goursat problem (1.4a) — (1.4c) in 
the domain {(z, f) : 0 < x < < < 2X — x}. He proved that the map F is a 
diffeomorphism and he also obtained the precise characterization of the range of the 
map F (i.e, the functions which may appear as surface traces). 
1.2 Inverse Transmission Problem 
In this thesis we study the case where xq = X ^ 0. In other words we study 
the problem of recovering the impedance A in the problem (1.2a) — (1.2c) from the 
measured response at x = X, due to an impulse excitation placed at r = 0. 
To reconstruct the impedance, we wish to use the data u t { X , t )  for some suitable 
finite time interval. By analogy with the inverse reflection problem we may expect 
the interval of length 2X is required. In this work we will show that the knowledge 
of Ut{X,t) for Q < t < 3X is sufficient in some cases at least. Note that ut{X,t) = 0 
for 0 < ( < % and so provides no information. It is assumed that 0 < 5 < A(a;) < oo 
a n d  A { x )  =  / ! ( % )  f o r  x  >  X .  
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The problem is quite different from those considered in reflection seismology, 
where the measurements are made at r = 0. In reflection problem one has both 
ut(0,<) and Uj.(0,<) for 0 < < < 2X with the first transport equation 
u ( x , x ^ )  =  A ~ ^  { x ) ,  0  <  X  <  X  
for recovering A in the equation 
This setting allows one to consider the above reflection problem as an evolution 
equation in x instead of i, in the domain bounded by ® = 0 and the characteristic 
lines X = i and a: + ^  = 2X. So, then one can use the downward continuation method 
(layer stripping method) to recover A, and establish local existence and uniqueness 
of the inverse reflection problem. 
In the transmission problem we have Uj.(0,<), < > 0 and U t { X , t ) ,  0 < t < 3X 
given at two different points a; = 0 and x — X respectively. Numerically and 
analytically this makes the transmission problem harder than the reflection problem. 
The only literature we find in this area is written by Carroll and Santosa. We 
briefly discuss their approach to this problem. 
Using transmutation techniques, Carroll and Santosa [9], obtained the following 
relation between the transmitted data for time 0 < f < oo and the reflection data: 
Autt — {Aux)x =0, 0<x<<< 2 X  —  X .  
(1.5) 
where 
u { k )  =  ' ^ A { X ) ù t { X , k ) û i { X , - k ) .  (1.6) 
Here, 
(1.7) 
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Once u(0,<) has been calculated by the above equations (1.5) — (1.7) one can use it 
i n  t h e  G e l f a n d - L e v i t a n  t y p e  e q u a t i o n  t o  r e c o v e r  t h e  i m p e d a n c e  A .  
In Chapter 4, we study this case using inverse spectral methods and give an 
alternate proof of the uniqueness result given by Carroll and Santosa. We also 
s u g g e s t  a  d i f f e r e n t  m e t h o d  t o  r e c o v e r  t h e  i m p e d a n c e  A .  
On the other hand, notice that the knowledge of u(0,<) is only required in 0 < 
t < 2X in order to obtain A{x) for 0 < x < X. However, to find u{0,t) using the 
above procedure, the knowledge of u{X,t) for 0 < i < oo is needed. 
In 1984, Carroll and Santosa [10] posed a fixed point problem to recover vl(a:) 
for 0 < 35 < X, from the transmitted data u{X,i) given only for 0 < t < 3%. 
The existence, uniqueness and the continuous dependence of the solution of the 
inverse problem are not discussed in their work and solving their four step fixed 
point problem for the unknown impedance is computationally not attractive. 
W e  s t u d y  t h e  i n v e r s e  t r a n s m i s s i o n  p r o b l e m  v i a  m a p s  n a m e l y  T o  a n d  T  :  
T o  :  a  — > •  U t { X , - )  
T ; <T —> ^^JY^)ut(JC, • ) 
In the next chapter we show that these maps are Frechet differentiable. Moreover 
their Frechet derivatives are locally Lipschitz continuous. In the third chapter we 
establish the local existence and uniqueness of the solution of the inverse problem. 
B y  u s i n g  t h e  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  t h e  m a p  T o  w e  a l s o  p r o v e  t h a t  t h e  m e a s u r e d  d a t a  u t ( X ,  t )  
for X < t < 3X is not sufficient for recovering the impedance uniquely. In the last 
chapter we give two different numerical methods to recover <7, using the properties 
of T and it's derivative. 
CHAPTER 2 
DIFFERENTIABILITY OF THE MAPS 
2.1 Definition of the Maps 
As we described in the first chapter, our goal is to find an unknown function cr 
in the Goursat problem 
— V-xx — (TUz = 0, 0 < X < < 
= 0, 0 < < 
u{x,x^) = A": (z), 0 < X 
from u { X , t ) , 0  <  t  <  S X  with the assumption that the support of cr is in [0,-Y). 
Here 
A(z) = exp( / cr{3)d3). 
Jo 
It is well known that the above problem has a unique smooth solution u  for a 
smooth <T. If the support of cr is in [0,X) then the solution u of the above problem 
satisfies 
U i t  l ^ x x  ~  0, ^  X ^ 
and u { x , x ' ^ )  =  A ~ ^ { X ) ,  x  >  X .  
Now, we focus our attention to the solution u  of the above problem when x  >  X .  
L e t  x o , x i  a n d  b  b e  p o s i t i v e  n u m b e r s  s u c h  t h a t  X  <  x o  <  x i  a n d  xq —  |  >  X .  
L e t  A B C D  b e  a  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  r e c t a n g l e  w i t h  A  =  ( x o , x o ) ,  B  =  ( x i , x i ) ,  C  =  
(xi — |,xi + |) and D = (xq — |,xo + |). Since xq — | > X, rectangle ABCD is 
in the domain {(x,<) : A' < x < <}. Then by the four point property, we get 
u { B )  +  u { C )  —  u(A) —  u { D )  =  0. 
Since = u { B )  = we have u ( C )  =  u { D ) .  
The above property yields, for every 6 > 0, - ^ u { x , x  + 6) = 0 for all x > X .  
d x  
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In particular { u t  + Ux) { X , t )  = 0 for X  < t .  
Therefore the following characteristic initial boundary value problem 
uti — "zz — crUx = 0, 0<®<<< 2X + X ,  x < X 
( u t  +  U x ) ( X , t )  =  0 ,  X  <  t  <  3 X  
U x ( 0 , t )  = 0, 0 < t < 2X 
u l x j x " ^ )  =  A ~ ^ ( x ) ,  0 < x < X  
(2.1a) 
(2.1b) 
(2.1c) 
(2.1d) 
has a smooth solution when (t  6 C^[0,%). 
Let u and û be the solutions of the characteristic initial value problem (2.1a) — 
(2.lei) corresponding to a and à. In this chapter we define two maps namely To and 
T ,  a n d  s t u d y  t h e i r  p r o p e r t i e s  f r o m  t h e  e s t i m a t e s  o f  u ,  û  a n d  u  —  û .  
We begin this task by obtaining an estimate for the following general initial 
boundary value problem, 
where D a  =  {(œ,0 : a  <  x  <  t  <  2 X  + x, z < X}, w ,  p  Ç  C ° ° ( D )  and 
a, 0e ao~[0,X). 
First we derive tvyo identities, which are the main tools to get estimates for w. 
We multiply the differential equation Awtt — {Awx)x = an equivalent form of 
(2.2a), by wt and integrate over Da using integra,tion by parts to obtain, 
W t t  -  W x x  -  o - W x  =  / 3 p ,  { x ,  t )  e D o  
{wt + Wr)(%, t) = 0, X < t < 3X 
W z ( 0 , < )  = 0 ,  0  <  t  <  2 X  
(2.2a) 
(2.2b) 
(2.2c) 
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^ J A{X) [ -^W{X , 2 X + x ) ] ^ d x  j A{ x )[-^W{ x , x )F d x  
r3JV /»2JV+ci 
—  A { X )  J  • w t W x ( X , t ) d t  +  A { a )  J  w t W x { a , t ) d t  
ç X  I *  2  X - ^ z  
=  /  A { x ) / 3 { x )  /  { p w t ) { x , t ) d t d x ,  (2.3) 
J  a  J  X  
For the second identity, we multiply the differential equation (2.2a) by Wx 
and integrate over Da to get, 
Q { a )  -  Q { X )  -  \ J [ - ^ • w { x , x ) ] ^ d x  +  ^  J 
pX i*2X'}-x pX p2X-hx 
=  /  a - { x )  /  • w l { x , t ) d t d x  +  /  0 { x )  /  { p w x ) { x , t ) d t d x  
J a  J x  J a  J x  (2 4) 
where 
2 ç2X-\-x 
Q ( ® )  =  2  y  { w l + w l ) { x , t ) d L  
Next, we obtain an estimate for Q { x ) .  
Lemma 2.1. 
p X  J 
Q ( x )  <  { — w { x , x ) f d x  +  C i X \ \ f 3 \ \ \ \  f o r  a l l  x  e  [0,X] 
where C is exponential polynomial in X, ||(t||2 and 
Ci = max / p ^ ( x , t ) d t .  0<x<X^ ^ V ' ^ 
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Proof. Identity (2.4) gives 
Q { x )  -  Q ( X )  -  i J  2 X  +  
/'2JC-\-3 pX i*2X-\-3 
=  j  <7(5) / w l { 3 , t ) d t d 3  +  / (/3)(a) / { p W x ) { s , t ) d t d 3 .  
J  X  J  S  J x  J  s  
Then for any a > 0, 
Q{x)  <  Q{X)  +  ^  { -^w{x ,x) )^dx +  2 j  |cr | (s )Q(s) r f5  
+  a w l ) { x , t ) d t ] d x .  (2.5) 
Next, we estimate Q { X )  from the identity (2.3) on the domain 
Do = {(r, <) : 0 < X < t < 2X + x, i < X }. This amounts to 
^(®)[(^^(®,2X +  ®))^(£s -  ^  ^  A { x ) { ^ w { x , x ) f  d x  
p 3 X  n 2 X  
—  A { X )  /  w t W x { X , t ) d t  +  A { 0 )  /  w t W x { 0 , t ) d t  
J x  J o  
I *  X  p 2 X - ^ x  
=  J  A { x ) / 3 { x )  J  { p w t ) { x , t ) d t d x .  
From the initial condition (2.2c) and the boundary condition { 2 . 2 d )  we have, 
p 3 X  
A { X ) Q { X )  =  - A { X )  /  w t W x { X , t ) d t  
Jx 
1 d  ç 2 X + x  
- 2 J  M ^ ) { j ^ w { x , x ) f d x  +  J { A \ l 3 \ ) { x )  J \pwt\ { x , t ) d t d x .  
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Since A { x )  > 0 for aJl ® 6 [0,X] and 
= exp[- J < exp[^ \<r\dx] < exp[\/X||o-||2] 
one concludes that, 
f X  J  r X  r 2 X  +  x  1  
Q ( A ' ) < - [ y  { — w { x , x ) ) ^ d x  +  J  \ f 3 \ { x )  J  { - p ^ +  a w ^ ) { x , t ) d i d x ]  
where c = exp (\/X||<r||2) > 1. 
Inequality (2.5) combine with the above estimate of Q { X )  to yield 
p X  J  r X  2  f ^ X + x  
Q { x ) < c [ j  { — w { x , x ) f d x  +  J  \ / 3 \ { x ) - J  p ^ { x , t ) d i d x ]  
+ c2a J \ P \ { x ) Q { x ) d x  + 2 ^  \<T\ Q { 3 ) d 3 .  
j -X 
<  c  f  { • ^ w { x , x ) ) ^ d x  +  C i -  [  \ P \ { x ) d x \  
Jo ^  Jo 
+ cQm^a j \ / 3 \ { x ) d x  +  2  J |(T|(z)Q(a)(fa 
where Qm. = ^m^^(5(®). 
An application of GronwaU's inequality gives 
rX 
Q { x )  <  c ^ [ f  { • ^ w { x , x ) ) ^ d x  +  C i -  [  \ 0 \ { x ) d x ]  
Jo ^  Jo 
f X  
+  c ^ Q m 2 a  /  \ l 3 \ { x ) d x .  (2.6) 
Jo 
f X  r X  1  
If / \l3\{x)dx 7^ 0, then choose a such that c^2a / |/3|(z) = 
Jo Jo ^  
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Q _  
2 
Since (2.6) is true for all x E [0,X], we have 
<  y  { - ^ w { x , x y f  d x  + 8c^CiX||/3|||. 
Therefore, 
r X  J  
Q { x )  <  ( — w { x , x ) ) ^ d x  +  C i X \ \ 0 \ \ \ ]  for all a: 6 [0,X] (2.7) 
where C  = 16exp(4-\/X||o-||2). 
If / \ P \ { x ) d x  = 0, then (2.6) yields Q { x )  <  /  { - ^ • w { x , x ) ) ^ d x ,  
J o  J o  d x  
which is less than the RHS of (2.7). • 
Note that the Lemma 2.1 results in the uniqueness of the solution of the charac­
teristic initial boundary value problem (2.1a) - (2.Id). Therefore, the map To : 
To : C7o°°[0,X) C~(X,3X) 
defined by T o { a ) { t )  =  u t { J C , t ) ,  where u  is the solution of the characteristic initial 
value problem (2.1a) — (2.1(f), is well defined. 
An application of identity (2.3) on the domain D o  with u  =  w ,  T o {(T) { t )  —  
Ut{X,t) = -tij.(A'',<), and p = 0 yields 
^  L  4 - a ; ) ] ^ ( f r  -  ^ ^  A { x ) [ - ^ u { x , x ) f  d x  +  A { X ) \ \ T Q { a ) \ \ l  = 0. 
Since ^ 
Jg = y = \\W \\2 
we have 
1 Ikllz \To{<T)h  <  
2 V 2 ^ / I { X ) '  
Notice that the term ^(X) in the denominator of the above inequality allows us 
to find a sequence {cr„} with ||(Tn||2 —>• oo and ||ro((rn)||2 —»• 0. In the next 
chapter we will prove that this property makes To not one to one. Therefore, solving 
for the unknown function a uniquely from the nonlinear equation Tb(cr) = g is not 
p o s s i b l e  f o r  s o m e  f u n c t i o n s  g .  
To avoid this we define another map T; 
T  : Co°°[0, A') C°°(X,3X) 
defined by T { ( T ) { t )  =  y / A { X ) u t { X , t ) ,  where u  is the solution of the characteristic 
i n i t i a l  v a l u e  p r o b l e m  ( 2 . 1 a )  —  ( 2 . 1 d ) .  L e t  v { x , t )  =  A { X ) v , { x ,  t ) ,  t h e n  T { < r ) { t )  =  
Vt{X,i) and v satisfies the characteristic initial boundary value problem 
— Vxx - o 'Vx = 0, { x , t )  e  D o  (2.8a) 
(r, + V x ) { X ,  t )  =  0 ,  X  < t <  3% (2.8b) 
Vx{0,t) = 0, 0 < < < 2% (2.8c) 
v { x , x ' ^ )  =  \ J  A { X ) A ~ { x )  
= exp( f £r(a)rfs), 0 < ® < X. (2.8d) 
J  X  
Lemma 2.1 guarantees the well-posedness of the characteristic initial value problem 
(2.8a) — (2.8(f). Therefore, the map T is well defined on C^[0, X). Here we observe 
that ut{X,t) 0 < t < 3X, gives us the jump A~'5(X) o{u{X,t) at {X,X). Therefore, 
T is really equivalent to knowing ut{X,t) 0 < t < 3X. 
2.2 Continuity of the Maps 
To investigate t h e con t i nuity of the maps To and T, we need to estimate 
| | T ( c r )  —  ! r ( ô ^ ) | | 2  a n d  | | T o ( o - )  -  r o ( 5 - ) | | 2  i n  t e r m s  o f  | | ( r  —  C T - | | ,  w h e r e  c ,  â  G  C ^ [ 0 , X ) .  
Let u and û be the solutions of the characteristic initial boundary value problem 
(2.1a) — (2.Id) corresponding to <r and à and let v and v be the solutions of the 
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characteristic initial boundary value problem (2.8a) —(2.8(f) corresponding to cr and 
cr. Then by the definitions of To and T we have ||ro(cr) —ro(â-)||2 = ||(ut —•ût)(A'', •)||2 
a n d  | | T ( < r )  —  T ( c r ) | | 2  =  | | ( r (  —  V t ) ( X ,  • ) | | 2 .  S o ,  w e  n e e d  e s t i m a t e s  f o r  u  —  û  a n d  v  —  v .  
I n  o r d e r  t o  a c h i e v e  t h i s ,  f i r s t  w e  o b t a i n  e s t i m a t e s  f o r  u  a n d  v .  
Lemma 2.2. Let cr S C~[0, X )  and J e t  u  a n d  v  b e  t h e  solutions of the characteristic 
initial boundary value problems {2.la)—{2.Id) and (2.8a) —(2.Srf) respectively. Then 
for every x 6 [0,X], 
J {ul+ul ){x , t )d t  <C2\ \<r\ \ l  (2.9) 
j {v t  +  v l ){x , t )d t  <  C 2\ \ ( t \ \1 ,  (2.10) 
where  C2 =  4exp(5- \ /X| |o ' | |2 ) -
Proof. Repeated applications of Lemma 2.1 with u = w, 0 = 0 and v = w, (3 = 0 
give 
1  / " Z X  +  x  p X  J  
- J  {ul+ul){x , t )d t  <  C  J  { — u{x ,x) )^dx  for all ® 6 [OjA'] (2.11a) 
and 
1 riX + x nX J 
2 J (r^ + i;g)(z,<)(f< < C J  {  —  v { x , x ) ) ^ d x  for all r E [0,%], (2.11b) 
where C  =  16exp(4\/!^||o'||2). 
From the characteristic boundary conditions (2.1(f) and (2.8(f) we have, 
± u ( ^ , x ) = j { , ) d , )  
and 
d x  
d  1 
-v{x ,x )  =—exp{-J  a { 3 )ds) .  
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Differentiation and then an application of Holder's inequality gives, 
/ ^ (2.12a) 
and ^ 
Jo - ^ ^^P(^ll°'ll2)lkll2' (2.12b) 
Inequalities (2.11a) and (2.12a) yield the estimate (2.9). Similarly, inequalities 
(2.116) and (2.126) give the desired estimate (2.10). • 
Before we prove the estimates for u — û  and v—v,  we derive estimates for -^ {u  — û)  
and ^(v — v). Here u (resp. û) and v (resp. v) are solutions of the characteristic 
initial boundary value problems (2.1a) — (2.1(f) and (2.8a) — {2.8d) corresponding 
to a- (resp. cr ). From the characteristic boundary condition (2.Iff) 
Jo % <T(a)(f3) - exp(-^ ^  0-(a)da)]||2. 
First, we estimate the right hand side of the above equation 
||^[exp(-i^ (T{3)d3) - exp{-^ ô-(a)(fa)]||2 
= ^i|[cr - 5-exp(^ ^ (o-- (T)(s)tis)] exp(-^^ 4^X^)112 
< J||o--ô-exp(i / (<T-ô-)(a)(fa)||2||exp(-^ / o-(a)<is)||oo-
^  ^  Jo ^  Jo (2.13) 
By the triangle inequality, the first term of the right hand side of the above inequality 
(2.13) 
||(7-ô-exp(^ f (cr - CT)(a)(f3)||2 
< ||(r - cr||2 + 11% / ("• - ô-)(s)<fs||2 + ||^(- / ((T - cr)(a)(fa)^||2 + ... 
^ J o  ^  J o  ( 2 . 1 4 )  
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Let b = ^\/X\\(r — j-jlg. Then by applying Holder's inequality to each term of the 
right hand side of the inequality (2.14) except to the first term, we get 
\ W  ~  + llg y ((^ - ^)(-')<^5||2 + I|^(- y (o- - ôr)(s)da)^||2 + ... 
< ||o- - Ô-\\2[l + -^^(1 + ^6+ + —)] 
< ||<r - 0-||2[l + j\/x exp(6)] < \ \CT  - cr||2 exp[^\/X(l|<r||2 + ||â-||2 + 1)]. 
^ ^ (2.15) 
Here we have used the estimates < exp(|-\/X) and 1 < exp[|-\^(||cr(|2 + 
ll^llz + !)]• 
Inequalities (2.13) and (2.15) combine to yield 
|| —[exp( —- y a - { 3 ) d s )  -  e x p {  —  - J  ô-(5)tf5)]||2 < CsHc - ô-||2, (2.16) 
where C 3  = 2exp[-\/X(||o-||2 + ||(T||2 + 1)]. 
Using similar arguments one concludes that, 
ll^[exp(^ / o-(s)(fa) - exp(^ J ô-(a)(fa)]||2 < Ci\\a - à\\2 (2.17) 
Lemma 2.3. Let (t, à £ C~[0, X) and let u, û be the corresponding solutions of 
the characteristic initial boundary value problem (2.1a) — (2.1(f) and let v, v be the 
solutions of the characteristic initial boundary value problem (2.8a) — (2.8(f). Then 
Q i i ( s )  <  Ci\\<r —  â \ \ l  f o r  a d l  x 6 [0,%] (2.18) 
and 
Q v { x )  <  C i \ \ a  —  5 - \ \ l  f o r  a l l  x G [0,X], (2.19) 
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where 
Q ^ { x )  =  J  { { u  -  u ) ^  +  { u  -  û ) l ) { x , t ) d t ,  
Q ^ { x )  =  J  ( ( u - û ) ? +  ( t ;  
and C4 is exponentiaJ polynomial in X, ||(r||2 and â-||2. 
Proof. Let w  =  u  ~ û .  Then w  satisfies the following characteristic initial boundary 
value problem, 
Wft — Wzz — a-Wx = (cr — ô-)ûi, (x,i) G Bo (2.20a) 
(wt + w^)(X,i) =0, X <t< 3X (2.20b) 
W x { 0 , t )  = 0 ,  0  < t  < 2 X  (2.20c) 
I f  I f  
and w(r,r) = exp(—- / cr(3)<£s) — exp( —- / â'(a)ja). 
(2.20d) 
An application of Lemma 2.1 with ( 3  =  a  —  è  and p  =  û x  gives, 
d  Q { x ) < C [ J ^  { — w { x , x ) f d x  +  C i X \ \ < T - m ] ,  (2.21) 
where 
/
Zjy+z i*2X-i'X 
( W (  +  w l ) { x , t ) d i ,  C i  =  J  û l { x , t ) d t  
and C = 16exp(4\/X||cr||2). 
Characteristic boundary condition (2.20j) and inequality (2.16) yield 
r 2 X  +  X 1 J ^ C'|||<7-0-||^, (2.22) 
where C3 = 2exp[-v/Z(||<T||2 + ||5-||2 + 1)]. 
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Inequalities (2.21) and (2.22) give 
Q { x ) < C i C l  +  C r X ) \ \ c r - â \ \ l  
By estimate (2.9) in Lemma 2.2, we have 
C i  <  4exp(5\/X||cr|!2)||â||2-
Since ||ô-||2% < exp(||â-||2\/X), we get 
C i X  <  4exp(6VT||^||2). 
Therefore, 
<?(«)< C4||<r-J||i. 
where Ci = 64exp[6vX(||fr|)2 + ||&||2 + l)j > C(C| + CiX) . 
For the second estimate, if lu = u — û, then w satisfies the initial boundary value 
problem (2.20a) — (2.20c) with instead of ûx and 
1 1 
w { x , x) = ex p ( -  J  a { 3 )d3) - ex p ( -  J  5 - { s ) d s ) .  
By substituting the estimates (2.10) and (2.17) for (2.9) and (2.16), similar argu­
ments as those above establish the desired estimate (2.19). • 
In particular, for both cases 
• ) | | 2  <  C^\\<T-d-\\\. 
Thus we have proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.4. Let a, & E. C',^[0,%). Then there exists a constant C4 such that 
||3o((r) — ïo(â')||2 < Céllcr — ô-||2, 
\ \ T { < T ) - T { a ) \ \ 2  <  C 4 | k - ^ | | 2 ,  
where C4 is exponential polynomial in X, ||(r||2 and ||ô-||2. 
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Corollary 2.5. To and T extend to locally Lipschitz maps from L^{0,X) into 
L ' ^ { X , Z X ) .  
Let cr 6 L^{Q,X). Since C7~ is dense in Z^(0,X), there exists a sequence {cr„} 
in C7~[0,X) such that ||<r„ - cr||2 —• 0. Next, we study the existence of the 
limit of the sequence of functions v'^a, where Vn is the solution of (2.8a)-(2.8rf) 
corresponding to (T„. 
2.3 Weak Solution 
Theorem 2.6. H a- Ç. Z^(0,X) then (2.8a) — (2.8c() has a weak solution v in 
J I ^ ( B o )  n  C ( D o ) .  M o r e o v e r  T ( ( r ) { t )  = v t ( X , t ) .  
Proof. Let c r  6 L ^ { 0 , X ) .  Since C7~[0,X) is dense in L ^ { 0 , X ) ,  there exists a se­
quence ar-n in C^[0,X) such that cr-n, —>• cr in L^{0,X). Let Vn be the solution of 
(2.8a)-(2.8<i), corresponding to (T^. 
Since a n  —>• <r in L ^ { 0 , X ) ,  we assume 
Iknib < 1 + Iklb for all n .  (2.23) 
Next, we claim {v„} is bounded in H ^ { D o ) .  Estimate (2.10) in combination with 
(2.23) gives 
J < Cs 
where C5 depends only on ||(r||2 and y / X .  
By integrating both sides of the above inequality with respect to x  over [0, %], we 
get 
lbnt||L3(Do)> l|Unx|U2(Do) < C'5\/Y for all 71. 
To show ||vn||L2(Do) is bounded, write 
u„(a:,i) = exp(^ f  <Tn{s)d3) + j Vnt{x,s)ds. 
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Then by Holder's inequality, we have 
< exp(^\/X||o- „ | | 2 )  + VZ( j  vl id t )^ .  
Since ||<r„||2 <1 + [kHz and ||vnt(®, OlU'Cr.zJC+x) < Q, 
|wn(®,<)( < exp(^V^(l + Ikllz)) + ^ /XC5. 
This gives us 
||wn|U»(Z3o) ^ (exp(^\/%(l + IklU)) + \/XCs)V2X for all n.  
We have showed {||vnt||LS(Do)}> {ll^'nrIU'(Do)} and {||v||i,3(Do)} are bounded. In 
particular, {vn} is a bounded sequence in H^{Do). Since H^{Do) is reflexive, {^n} is 
weakly compact in II^{DQ). Then there exists a subsequence of {un} and v G 
H^(I?o) such that Vn^ converges weakly to v in H^{Do).  Refiexivity of L^{Do) allows 
us to pick a subsequence of (without loss of generality rename this subsequence 
as Vn ) such that Vn converges weakly to v and 
(a) Vn converges weakly to v in L^{Dq) 
(b) Vnt converges weakly to vt  in L^{Di))  
(c) Vnx converges weakly to Vj. in L^{Do) 
Since Vn satisfies the partial differential equation Vntt — Vnxx — o'nVx = 0, {x, t)  6 Do, 
we have 
{vnt<f>t){x , t )d tdx  +  
{<TnVnx't>){xit)dtdx = 0 for all tj) 6 C^{Do). 
Let n —> oo in the above equation. By (b) and (c) we get, 
{ (TVx( f>){x , t)dtdx =0 for all ( j)  £ C^{Do).  
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ie. V satisfies the weak form of vu — Vxx — crvx = 0. 
Next, we study the regularity properties of v .  Lemma 2.3 and (2.23) give 
||'Wns(®5 • )  ~  'VRNXI^I  ' ) \ \L^( x ,2 X + x )  "t" ||l'n<(®) ') ~ ' ) \ \ L ^ ( x ,2 X - ^ x )  
< Csllo-Ti - <Tjn\\2 for all Œ 6 [0,X] (2.24) 
where Cg depends only on ||(r||2 and X .  Since is complete, for each x  6 [OjA'], 
there exist •w{x,-) and w{x,-) in L'^{x,2X + r) such that Vnt(®,-) —* w{x,-) and 
U n r ( ® j  • )  — > •  w { x ,  • )  i n  L ^ { x , 2 X  +  r ) .  S i n c e  t h e  R H S  o f  ( 2 . 2 4 )  i s  i n d e p e n d e n t  o f  x ,  
we have 
VNT —>• w and VNX —> W in L^{DQ).  
Therefore, w, w & L^{Do), 
||Vnz(®j •) - W{x, •) \ \L^{x,2X+X) < C'slkn - c\\2 
and 
||Vnf(®, •) - wix, •)IU'(s,2A-+e) < Celkn - (t\\2. (2.25) 
Define 
1 f* '  
p{x, t)  = exp{-J (r(a)(fa) + J w{x,s)d3.  
Then \p{x, t)  -  T;^(a;,<)| 
2 R-Y 2 Ç2X-\-x 
< |exp(-y c r { s ) d s )  -  e x p { - J  (r„(s)cfs)| + y \ w  -  V n \ { x , t ) d t .  (2.26) 
An application of Holder's inequality to the exponential term of the first term on 
the right hand side of (2.26) gives 
rX 1 rX 1 f 1 f |exp(-y a{3)ds)  - exp{-J (rT:(a)(fa)| 
< exp(^VT||tr||2)|l - exp(^ J {(Tn - cr)(5)d5)|. (2.27) 
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Let a = ^\Œ\\arn - <r||2. Then 
1 1 |1 - ex p (- J (o-„ - <T)(a)<fs)| < a4- + ... < aexp(a) 
< VX\\<Tn - <r\\2 exp(|\/j||<T„ - o-lla). 
(2.28) 
Since ||£r„||2 < 1 + l|cr||2, exp(|\/X||o-n - (r\\2) < exp(vT(||<r||2 + 1)). 
InequaJities (2.27), (2.28) and the above inequality yield 
1 1 |exp(-/ cr(a)da) - exp(- / o-n(a)rfs)| 
<exp(\/X(||cr„ | | 2  +  I k l l z  +  l ) ) l k n  -  < r \ \ 2  
< exp(2\/X(l + ||<7-||2)lkn - cr\\2. (2.29) 
An application of Holder's inequality to the second term of the inequality (2.26) 
gives 
\w -  j)(fa <{j  |w -  Vn\^{x^3)d3)^y/^.  
From (2.25) we get 
fX 
J  \w  -  Vn\{x ,3)ds  <  C^ V ^Wa-n  -  c\ \2 .  (2.30) 
From inequalities (2.26), (2.29) and (2.30), we get 
|p(®,i) -  T;„(a;,<)| < Crllo'n — ^ 0 as n—>• oo. 
Here, C^ is an exponential polynomial in X and ||cr||2. Since the above limit is 
independent of x and <, v-N converges uniformly to p in DQ. In particular VN converges 
weakly to p in L^[DQ). Since the weak limit is unique, by (a) we have v = p a.e. 
We have proved v-nt converges to w and Vnx converges to w in L^(Do). Therefore, 
by (b) and (c) we get Vt = w and Vx = w a.e. 
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Without loss of generality assume 
1 /•' 
v { x , t )  =  e x p { - J  ( T { 3 ) d s )  +  J  w { x , s ) d s  
vt{x, i )  = •w{x, t)  
Vx{x, i)  = w{x, t) .  
Then v G C{Do) and 
{vt  + v^){X,t)  = 0, X < < < 3X in L^{X,3X) 
v^{0, t)  = 0,  0 < < <  2Z in L^{0,X) 
Let <T 6 C7~[0, X). Now we compute the formal linearization of To and T about 
tr. Let u, V be the solutions of (2.1a) — {2,ld) and (2.8a) — (2.8(f) respectively. 
If we perturb c by a function Sc,  this results in a solution u + of the 
perturbed equation 
(u + 6u)t t  — (u + Su)j;x — (cr + Scr)(u + Su)^ =0, 0 < ® x < X 
{u + 6u)x + (u + ^ 7i)f(X,f) = 0, X <t < 3% 
{u +  ^ tt)(0, <) = 0, 0 < < < 2X 
I f  = 
(« + 5u)(a:,®) = exp(-- / (cr + ^(r)(a)ja) — exp(- <T(s)ds) 
2.4 Differentiability of the Maps 
= exp(- (r(a)ja)(exp(- 6(r(a)((a) — 1). 
Proceeding formally, if we neglect the higher order terms 
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we arrive at 
Sutt  — Suxs — (T8UX = Scrux,  0  < x < t  < 2X + a:, x < X 
(2.31a) 
(Su^ + 6ut){X,  t )=0,  X <t<ZX (2.31b) 
5«x(0,0 = 0, 0 <t<2X (2.31c) 
I f  I f  6u{x,x)  = —exp{ — -  / cr(s)c/a)-  /  S(T{3)ds.  
^ "/o (2.31d) 
Let the perturbation in v be 6v.  Then by similar reasoning as before leads to 
Svtt  — Svxx — crSvx = S(TVx,  0  < x < t  < 2X + z,  x < X 
(2.32a) 
{Svx + Svt){X,t)  = 0,  X <t< 3X (2.32b) 
6rr(0,<) = 0, 0<t<2X (2.32c) 
I  fX 1 r-Y 
Sv{x,x)  = exp(- J (r{s)ds)-  J  6<T{s)ds.  (2.32d) 
We denote the linearization of To and T by DTQ{<T) and DT[cr)  respectively. 
Then DTQ{a){t)  = 8ut{X,t)  and DT{(r){t)  = 8vt{X,t) .  
Let <r, 8(r £ C~[0,-Y). If (2.31o) — (2.31(f) or (2.32a) — (2.32(f) has two solutions 
8u and 8û and H w = 8u — 8û, then w satisfies 
— Wxx — (TWz = 0, 0 < a; < < < 2X + x,x < X 
{wt + Wx){X,t)  = 0,  X < t  < 3X 
Wz(0,<) =0,  0 <t  < 2X 
w{x,x) = 0, 0 < ® < X. 
Then by Lemma 2.1 w = 0.  Thus, DTo((r) and DT[(r)  are well-defined linear maps 
from C~[0,X) into C°°(JY',3X). Next we extend £>ro(cr) and DT{cr) to i^(0,X) 
as bounded linear maps. 
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Lemma 2.7. Let tr, Sa E C~[O.Jl) .  Then 
-ZX+x 
J  {Sv^+Svl){x, t)dt  < Cr\\Sa\\ l ,  (2.33) 
and f*2X-\ 'X 
J  {Su^+Sul){x, t)dt  <C7 \ \6(T \ \1 (2.34) 
where Cr is  exponential  polynomial  in ||o"| |2,  | |^<t(|2 and X.  
Proof .  We define 
<?(®) =  ^  y  {Svl  + Sv^){x, t)dt .  
Lemma 2.1 with w = Sv,  (3 = Sa and p = Vx,  gives 
Qix) < C{£{-^Sv{x,x)fdx + C^X\\Sa\\ l ) ,  (2.35) 
where C = 16 exp(4\/X||cr||2) and 
Ci = max / 
From estimate (2.10) we have 
= max /  v ldx < 4exp(5VT||o-||2)||£r||^. 
Therefore, 
CiX < 8exp(6\/X||(7||2). (2.36) 
Next, we estimate 
rX  ,  
I  { — Sv{x,x))^dx.  Jo 
Differentiation and then an application of Holder's inequality to the exponential 
term gives 
d 1 1 ^ rX \—Sv{x,x)\ < ^exp(^\/X||tr||2)(|5<T(œ)| + ^\a{x) J Sa{3)d3\). 
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By the triangle inequality 
||^gr(a;,z)||2 < ^exp(iVX||<r||2)(l + ^\/X||o-||2)||^tr||2. 
Since 1  + i \ / X | | o - | | 2  < exp(|\/X||o- | | 2 ) ,  we have 
| |^5I;(®,®)||2 = ||^(exp(^ y a-{3)ds)^ J  
<exp(V^|k||2)||Hl2- (2.37) 
Estimate (2.35) combined with (2.36) and (2.37) yields the estimate (2.33) with 
Cj = 128exp(10-s/X||<r||2). 
To get the estimate (2.34), we repeat the above argument with w = 6u,  ^  = 
8<r, p = Ux, (2.8) instead of (2.9) and the following estimate 
||^^u(a;,x)||2 = ||^(exp(-^ ^  <T{3)ds)  
< exp(VY||(r||2)||f(r||2 (2.38) 
in place of (2.37). • 
Since C~[0,X) is dense in i^(0, X), we extend DTQ{(T)  and DT[(T)  to L^{Q,X).  
Theorem 2.8. Let a  E C~[0,X). Then DTO{cr)  and DT{<t)  extend as bounded 
l inear maps from L^(0,X) into L^(X,3X).  
For every cr E C~[0,X) we have bounded linear maps I)To((r) ,  DT(cr)  from 
L^(0,X) into L^(X,3X). Define new maps 
VT : Co°°[0,X) —> B(L'(0,X) ,L ' (X,3X))  
by (T —> BT(cr)  
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and 
DTo :  C7o~[0,X) —> B{L' '{<d,X\L\X,ZX))  
by cr —> DTo{<r).  
Then we show that the maps DT and DT(j are locally Lipschitz on C~. This allows 
us to extend to i^(0,X). We denote the norm of the operator DT{cr) by ||Dr((T)|| 
which is equal to 
sup ||Z>r((r)(^o-)||i3(x,3;r). 
{6<T£mo,X) I ||«<7||, = 1} 
Lemma 2.9. Let cr,  à  £ C^[0,%). Then 
\ \DT^{(T)-DT,{â)\ \<C,\ \c-â\ \2,  
\ \DT{<T)-DT{â)\ \<C,\ \<r-â\\2,  
where the lef t  s ide of  each of  the above inequali t ies  refer to the operator norm and 
where Cg is  exponential  polynomial  in  | |o ' | |2 ,  | |â- | |2  and X.  
Proof .  Let v and v be the solutions of (2.8a)-(2.8rf) corresponding to cr and c.  Let 
6a € C~[0,A'') and let 6v and Sv be the solutions of (2.32a)-(2.32<i) corresponding 
to {<T,6a-) and (d-,Sa). Define w = Sv — Sv. Then w satisfies 
Wtt — I fr i  -  O-Wx = (<T — â-)SVx + So-{Vx — Vx),  0  < X < t ,  X < X 
{wt + Wx){X, t) = 0, X < t < 3% 
zuj(0,<) = 0, 0 < < < 2X 
1 1 1 
= 2 y y o-(a)da) - exp(-y â{3)ds)) 
and 
lht(J^,-)IU^(W) = \ \DT{a){8<T)-DT{cr){8a)U.^x,zx)-
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Our next objective is to find an estimate for w. We write w = + wg, where 
wi satisfies 
Witt  -  wiM -  o'WiiT = ((T — 5-)Svj . ,  0  < X <t  < 2X + ®, X < X 
{wit + wix){X,t) = 0, X < < < 3X 
wixiO,t)  = 0, 0 < t  < 2X 
rX  I f  1 M 
wi{x,x)  = -  Scr{3)d3{exp{-  cr(s)(/s) 
1 
- exp(- J  5-{3)d3)) ,  0  <x < X 
and W2 satisfies 
W2tt  -  W2xx -  CrW2x = Sa{Vx -  Vx),  0<x<t<2X+x, X < X 
(w2x + W2t)(X,  t )  = 0,  X < i  < 3X 
W2x(0, t)  = 0, 0 < t  <2X 
W2(x,x) =0, 0 < a: < X 
Let 
f 2%4-z 
Qi{x)= {wlt+wU{x,t)dt .  
J X 
Then by Lemma 2.1 with w = wi,  /3 = {à — or)  and p = Sv we get 
rX  ..  
Qi{x)<C{J {—wi{x,x)f  dx + CiX\\â--  ar\ \2f ,  (2.39) 
where C = 16exp(4\/X||<7||2) and 
f 2 
Ci = max / 6v^(x, t)dt .  
o<x<xJ^ 
First we find an estimate for 
fX f  d  
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From the characteristic boundary condition of wi, 
d 1 1 1 
—wi{x,x) = -(exp(-  J  a{3)d3) -  exp(-  J â{s)d3))-6<T{x) 
d 1 1 1 
+ ^ (exp(-y <T{3)ds)  ~  exp{-J â-(a)rfs))-y S<r(3)ds^ ^ 
Estimate (2.29) with cr in place of tTn gives 
rX 1 rX 
ext (P(^ / - Gxp(^ j cr(a)(fa)| < exp(VY(||(r||2 + ||â||2 + l))||ff - (r\\2. 
From estimate (2.17), we have 
l l^exp(^y" (T{3)d3) -  J ô-(3)da)| |2 
<2exp('\/X(||<r||2 + ||â'||2 + 1))||^ — <^\\2-
Equation (2.40) combined with these two estimates yields 
jl^u>i(a;,i)||2 < exp(2\/X(|l(rll2 + ||ô-||2 + l))||6(T||2ltô- - trjij. (2.41) 
Inequality (2.33) in Lemma 2.7 gives 
Ci < 128exp(10\/X||a-||2)po-||i. 
Therefore, 
CiX^âr — £r||| < 128exp(10\/X(||cr||2 + l))||^0"||2ll^ ~ (2.42) 
By combining (2.39) with (2.41) and (2.42) we obtain 
Qi{x) < 64^ exp(16\/%(||(r||2 + ||^||2 + 1))||^ - <T \ \1\ \S(T \ \1.  (2.43) 
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Define 
y*2 Jf+r 
QaC®) = y {wli+wl^){x, t)dt .  
Lemma 2.1 with w = W2, (3 = 6a- and p = (v — v)x gives 
p2X+x 
Q2{x ) < C{ msx / {v -v) l{x, t )dt )X\\6a\\ \ .  
Q<x<.X  J  J .  
Using (2.18) in Lemma 2.3, we obtain the estimate 
f2JC+x 
0<x<X 
/  {v -  v) l {x, t ) (H < Ci\ \a -  a\\ l ,  
where C4 = 64exp(6\/X(||o"||2 + + 1)). Hence, 
Q2ix) < 2C64exp(7\/Z(||(r|| + ||5-||2 + l))||cr - cr||^||5cr||i 
< 64^ exp(ll\/X(||<r|| + ||5-||2 + l))i|5- - (r|||||6<r||^. (2.44) 
From (2.43) and (2.44) we get 
-2X+ x  r2X+x 
J  { w t  + w l ) { x , t ) d t  < 2  J  { w l t  +  w l x ) { x , t ) d t  
p2X-\-x 
4- 2 /  { w l t + w l x ) { x , t ) d t  
J X 
< Cl\ \a -  a\\ l \ \Sa\\ l  
where Cs = 64^ exp(16-\/%(||(r||2 + ||ô^||2 + !))•  In particular when x = X, 
/  (W( + wl){x, t )dt  < Ci\ \a -  a\\ l \ \6a\ \ l .  
Jx 
So, \ \{DT{a)—DT{â))6a\\2 < CgHô'—(T||2||fiT||2. Since the above inequality is true 
for  every Jtr  6  C^[0,%) and C^[0,%) being dense in Z^(0,%),  \ \DT{a)-DT{a)\ \  < 
Cs\\â — «rlU. 
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Using the following estimates 
<T{s)d3)  -  exp{-^  ô-(5)d5)| < exp(\/X(||<r||2 + ||<t||2 + l))||ô-- (7||2 
and 
1 -Ux 
( e x p ( - i ^  o - ( s ) ( £ s ) - e x p ( - i ^  5 - ( s ) ( i 5 ) l | 2 )  
< 2exp(\/X(||cr| | 2  +  | | ô - | | 2  +  1 ) ) | | ^  -  o - h  
a similar argument gives the inequality 
||DroM-DTo(&)|| < Cglk-^llz. • 
Theorem 2.10. The maps DT and DTQ are locally  Lipschitz  maps from L^{0,X) 
intoB{L^iO,X),  L^X,3X)) .  
The work above shows that DTQ and DT are candidates for the Frechet deriva­
tives of To and T respectively. We will now proceed to show that, in fact, they are 
the Frechet derivatives. 
Theorem 2.11. Let cr, 6cr Ç, L^{0,X).  Then 
\\TIA + 6a) -  T{CT) -  DT{A -){6cr)\ \2 
||^cr||2 
||îo(<T + S (T ) — 3o(o") — DTQ {^ (T ){^ S<T ) \ \2 
<  C g | | 6 ( r | | 2 ,  
• < Cg||6cr||2, 
\\S<t\\2 
where Cg is  exponential  polynomial  in j|(T| |2,  | |6(r| |2 and X.  
Proof .  We prove the above inequalities for cr, So- E C^[0, X). Then one can extend 
the above inequalities to the case So- € L^(0,X), using the density arguments. 
Let V, V be the solutions of (2.8a) — {2.8d) corresponding to c + 6a and a. Let 
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8v be the solution of (2.32a) — (2.32(f). Since ||r(<T + Sa) —  T { ( t)  —  DT{a-){S(T)\ \2 =  
||r((%,-)—%)((%, •)-5t;t(X, •)||2, we need to estimate ||i;t(JC, •) —Vf(X, •)-5vt(X, •)||2. 
Let w = V — V — 6v. Then w satisfies 
V3tt  - W x x  — o-Wx = S A {vx — V x ) ,  0 < x < t < 2 X  +  x ,  x  < X  
{WI + Wg)(%,<)  =  0 ,  % <  < <  ZX 
w,(0,<) = 0, 0 < ( < 2% 
^  r X  - ,  r X  
w' 
1 f 1 f {x,x)=exp{-l  {a-+ S(r){s)ds)  -  exp{- o-(s)( fa)  
1 1 
~ 2 J ^o-(a)(fjexp(-  J cr{3)d3),  0  < x < X.  
Lemma 2.1 with 0 = 6a and p = {v — v)^ gives 
f2X+x rX 
J  {Wt +wl){x, t)dt  < C{J {—w{x,x)fdx + CiX\\8(T\\ l ) ,  (2.45) 
where C = 16exp(4\/%||(r||2) and 
C\ = max / iv  — v)l .{x, t )dt .  
o<=<xJ^ 
Next, we estimate 
r^X+x ^ J {-^w{x,x))^  dx.  
d 1 1 d 1 
—w{x,x)  = (exp(-  J Scr{s)d3) -  1 -  -  y S<T{3)ds)— exp(-  J cr{3)d3) 
1  d 1 f '^  1 
+ exp(- / (7-(5)rfs)—(exp(- / 6(T(j)(fa) - 1 - - / S<T{3)ds). 
^ Jx dx z  Vr (2.46) 
We begin by estimating the first term on the right hand side of (2.46). By writing 
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the exponential term in the series form we obtain 
I  rX 2 |exp(- y 6(T{3)d3) -  1 -  -  J i  
^ + 
<j-/X\\U\\lexp{\VX\\6^\\2). (2.47) 
The next term in (2.46) to be estimated is 
l^(exp(^ S(T{3)d3) -  1 -  ^  J  Sa{s)ds)\ .  
Which is bounded by 
^|exp(^ J  5(r{s)d3) -  l||6(r|(r). 
'  x  
Then an application of Holder's inequality gives 
fX 
^ \S<r\{x)\exp{^ S<r{3)ds)  -  1\ < exp(^\ /Y| |6(r| |2)| | fo-| |2|6(r|( i) .  
Therefore, 
(exp(^ /  J  M5)<^-s)|  dx 
< l\/%exp(lvT||M2)||M2lM(=:). (2.48) 
Equation (2.46) combined with (2.47) and (2.48) gives 
\ \ -^w{x,x)\ \2 < ^exp(^vT(| |g(r| |2 + ||o-| |2)) lk| |2| |^o-| |^  
+ ixexp(ix/X(||Hl2 + lk||2))||Hli 
-  I  ® ^ P ( 9 +  I k l b )  +  I k l b  +  ' ^ ) | | ^ 0 " | | 2 -
^ (2.49) 
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Now, we estimate the second term on the right hand side of (2.45). By Lemma 2.3 
with Ô- = a- + S<r, we get 
/ •2X+X 
< C'4||M2, 
where C4 = 64exp(6\/^(2||<r||2 + ||f(r||2 + !))• 
Therefore, 
CiX\\6ct \ \ \  < Qexp(%)||f(T|||. (2.50) 
Estimate (2.45) combined with (2.49) and (2.50) yields 
0(z) < C#||fo-||| 
where Cg = 64Cexp(12'\/X(||<r||2 + ||^o"||2 + 1 + \/%)). In particular, at z = X 
\ \T{A-  +  8<T)  -  T[CT)  -  Z?T(<r ) (HI | 2  <  C48<T \ \ \ .  
Repeating similar arguments with the estimates 
|exp(-^^ a-{3)ds)  -  1 +  ^  o-(3)(fa|  < ^\ /%||^(T||^exp(^VT|| f(T| |2)  
and 
;(exp(-^^ cr{s)ds)  -  1 +  ^  <T{3)da)\  <^y/X\\8<T\\ l \8<T{x)\çx^(^VX\\8(T\\2)  
lead to the second inequality 
||Zo((r + ^cr) — 7()((T) — Z?To(£r)(5o')||2 < Cglliîcrll^. • 
Finally, we combine the Theorems 2.10 and 2.11 and state the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.12. The maps TQ and T are in (7^(L^(0,X), L^(X,3X)) with deriva­
t ives DTO and DT deûned by the characterist ic  ini t ial  boundary value problems 
(2.31a) — (2.31(f) and (2.32a) — (2.326) respectively. Moreover the derivatives DTQ 
and DT are locally Lipschitz maps from L^{0,X) into B{L^{0,X), Z^(%, 3%)). 
ii-, dx 
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CHAPTER 3 
LOCAL EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 
3.1 Inverse Problem 
In Chapter 2, we have shown that the characteristic initial boundary value prob­
lem 
If the boundary data ut{X,  t )  for X < t  < 3X (or 0 < < < 3X ) is also given, 
then the above problem (3.1a) — (3.1(f) becomes an overposed problem. This leads 
to the following inverse problem: 
Given h{t) ,  X < t  < 3X (or 0 < t  < 3XJ f ind a such that  the characteris­
t ic  ini t ial  boundary value •problem (3.1a)  — (3.Id)  has a solut ion u  which satis f ies  
ut{X,t)  = h{t) ,  X < t  < 3X (or 0 < t  < ZX.)  
In the last chapter we have related cr to the boundary data U i {X,t) ,  X < t  < 3X 
by the map To and to the boundary data {>1(X), Ut{X,t), X < t < 3X} by the 
map T. We also proved that the maps TQ and T are Frechet differentiable and 
their derivatives DTO and DT are locally Lipschitz continuous. In this chapter 
we investigate the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the inverse problem 
through  the  maps  TO and  T.  
uu — Uxx - =0, Q < X < t  < 2X + X, X < X 
{ut  + Ui){X^t)  =0, X <t < ZX 
u ^ ( 0 , < ) = 0 ,  0 < i < 2 X  
u(x,x)  = A~'^(x) ,  0 < X < X 
(3.1a) 
(3.1b) 
(3.1c) 
(3.1d) 
is well-posed for a given cr G L^(0,X),  where 
A(x) = exp( / o'(s)tfs). 
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3.2 The Problem of Nonuniqueness 
In this section we show that the data ut{X,t) ,  X <t  < 3% is not enough to recover 
CT uniquely. It is equivalent to show that the map To is not one to one. 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, there exists a â such that ||cr||2 is very large and 
||ro(0-)||2 is very small. We will show the existence of this Sr in the proof of the 
Theorem 3.2. Now using the differentiability of To and the inverse function theorem 
we show that there exists a cr such that ||cr||2 is very small and îo(ôr) = TO{<T). This 
makes To not one to one. To show this we study the map To near 0. Since the linear 
map Z)To(O) approximates To near 0, we first prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. The map i)To(O) def ined in Chapter 2 is  a l inear isomorphism from 
L^{0,X) onto L^X,3X).  
Proof .  Let Sa E C~[0,X). Then by the definition of the map DTo we have 
DTo{Scr){t) = 6ut{X,t), where Su satisfies 
Let ABCD be a characteristic rectangle in the domain : 0 < a: < i < 
2X — r} which is bounded by the lines x = Q, x  = t  and x + t  = 2.Y, with 
A = B = C = ('^"2^)^^^) D = (0,i — ®). Note that the 
Sutt  -  Suxx =  0 ,  0 < x < < <  2X 4 -  r ,  x < X 
{Sut 4- 5ux){X, t) = 0, X < t < 3J\r 
6ux(0,  t )  = 0,  0 < t  < 2X 
(3.2a) 
(3.2b) 
(3.2c) 
(3.2d) 
points B and C are on the line t  = x,  and D is on the line ® = 0. 
Since Sua — Suj-x = 0, by the four point property 
5u{A) + Su{C) = Su[B) + Su[D).  
From the characteristic boundary condition {2.2d), we have 
(3.3) 
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Let = f{ t) .  Then Su{D) = f{t  — x)  and /(O) = 0. Therefore, 
Su{x, t)  = 6u(^A) — 6u[B) — 6u[C) + 6u{D) 
.1±£ 1 /" z 1 r~ 
= —- / 6(T(a)ds + -  / 6(T{3)d3 + f{t  -  x).  
^Jo  (3 .4 )  
Differentiating with respect to x gives, 
Sux{x, t)  = --(S<r( g )  + S<r{ ^  ))  -  f '{t  -  x).  
By letting r = 0 in the above equation and using the initial condition ^Kj.(0,<) = 0, 
we obtain 
Since /(O) = 0, we have 
/(<) = — / S<T{3)d3.  
Jo 
Substituting for f{ t)  in (3.4) gives 
1 Su{x, t)  =--{  I S<T{s)d3 + / Scr{3)ds) .  
2  Jo Jo 
Therefore, in particular along the characteristic line x + t  = 2X, we have 
2  r X  f  J V  — r  
6u{x,2X — x)  = --{  S(T{3)d3 + / S<7{s)d3).  (3.5) 
2 Jq JO 
Next, we compute the solution Su in the domain {(z,<) : 0 < x < X, 2X — x < 
t  < 2X + r} bounded by the characteristic lines < + z = 2X, t — x= 2X and x = A'. 
Let  EFGH be a  characteris t ic  rectangle with E = F = 
Q = (X,a; + i  — X) and H = {x, t) .  Since E and F are on the line 
x + t = 2X, from (3.5) we get 
Su{E) = —-( / 6(T{s)d3 4- [ 8<T{s)ds)  
2  Jo Jo 
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and 
Su{F) = —^( f  S(r{s)d3 + f  S<T{3)ds) .  
2 Jo Jo 
Let 6u{X,t)  — h{t) .  Then 6u{G) = h{x —t — X). By the four point property, we 
have 
Su(x,  t )  = Su(H) = Su(E) + Su(G) — Su(F) 
= h(x + t  -  X) + -  / S(T(3)d3 — -  6cr{3)d3.  
2 Vo ^  Jo 
The boundary condition (3.26) gives us 
Since h{t) = 5u{X,t), we get 
Then by the definition of the map i?7o(0), we obtain 
OT.(0)(êcr)(l) = 
Since this is true for every 6(r E [OjA') and C7^[0,X) being dense in i^(0,A''), 
we get 
DTo{0){S(r){t)  = for aU S<r €  1^(0,Z).  
From the above representation we have DTo(O) is a linear isomorphism from 
L2(0,.Y) onto L^{X,3X) and ||Dro(0)|| = ^. O 
Now, we prove that the map To is not one to one. First, we state that the 
following version of the inverse function theorem which we use to show the map To 
is not one to one. 
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Inverse Function Theorem. Let F : X —> Y be a difFerentiable map from a 
Banach space X into a Banach space Y.  Let  a £ X.  If  DF{a) is  a l inear isomorphism 
from X onto Y,  then there exists  an open subset  U of  X such that  a Ç. U and F{U) 
is  an open subset  of  Y  and F is  an isomorphism from U onto F{U).  
Theorem 3.2. The map To :  L^(0,X) —»• L^{X,ZX) as deûned in Chapter 2 is  
an isomorphism on a neighborhood of 0, but not one to one on all of L^(0,A'). 
Proof.  First, we show that for every g G L^{X,3X) with sufficiently small ||g||2, 
there exists a cr in L^(0,X) such that To(cr) = g. An application of estimate (2.7) 
gives To(0) = 0. Since DTq is a linear isomorphism from L^(0,X) onto L^(A',3X), 
by the inverse function theorem we obtain an open subset U of ij^(0,A') such that 
OeU, To(0) e ToiU) and 
To is an isomorphism from U onto To{U).  (3.6) 
Therefore, there exist 6,  0  > 0 such that 
Bg(0) C U and 5^(0) C Zo(jB6(0)) C To{U).  (3.7) 
Here, we have used the facts that To(Bg(0)) is open and that 0 = To(0) G To{Bs{0)) .  
If 5 6 Bi3{0), then by (3.6) and (3.7) there exists a 
cr 6 jBg(O) such that To{<t)  = g.  (3.8) 
In Chapter 2, we have proved that if cr € C~[0,X), then 
Next, we will show that there exists a ô* € L^{0,X) such that 
LLÔ^LLA >  S and ||r(cr)||2 < 0.  
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For each ra, there exists a £r„ € C~[0,^) such that 
<Tn{x)  >n  for all a; € [y , 
and 
< 271 for all a; G [0 , %]. 
From the above we obtain 
n  X 
lkn||2<2nVT and J 
Consequently, ||«r,i||2 —*- oo as n —> oo and 
KIb  <  „ ->oc , .  
\/8exp(i (Tn{s )d3)  \/2exp(2^) 
Now, we choose n  so large such that ||o'n||2 > S  and 
l|r„(,.„)||3 < J'y' , , < ff-
V8exp ( ^ J g  o - n i s j d s )  
Therefore, by (3.8), there exists a .  cr  G L^(0 ,X)  with ||(r||2 < S and To ( c r )  =  To(crn) .  
Since llfTnlb > we have <r ^  (Tn .  •  
3.3 Local Existence and Uniqueness 
We were able to show that the map To is not one to one because the term y/A(%) 
appears in the denominator of the estimate 
lir.Mii, = ||«,(x,.)||i,.(.Y,=.Y)< 
V8,/A(I)  
Note that the above inequality implies 
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We defined T as T{a-)  = A{X)ut{X,  •) in order to avoid the term A{X) being 
in the denominator of the estimate of ||T((r)||2,3(x,3X)-
The data Ut{X,t) ,  0 < < < 3X gives us the jump A~^{X) at  x  = X of the 
solution u of the characteristic initial boundary value problem (3.1a) — (3.Id). So, 
from Ut{X,t), 0 < i < 3% we can compute y/A{X)ut{X,t), X < t < 3-Y. Using 
this information next, we study the following inverse problem. 
I f  h{t) ,  X < t  < ZX is  given,  then f ind a  and u where,  u  satis f ies  the characteris­
t ic  ini t ial  boundary value problem (3.1a)  — (3.1rf)  with y/A{X)ut{X,t)  = h{t) ,  X < 
t  < 3X. 
Let V = y/A{X)u.  Then the above inverse problem is equivalent to: 
Given h{t) ,  X < t  < 3X, find c such that the problem 
vtt  — Vxx — =0, 0<x<i< 2X +x,  X < X (3.9a) 
{vt + r,)(%,<) =0, X  < t <  3 X  (3.9b) 
r,(0,<) = 0, 0 < < < 2.Y (3.9c) 
v{x,x)  = i/A(X)A~ 2 (r), 0 < r < .Y (3.9d) 
Vt{X,  t )  = h{t) ,  X <t< 3X (3.9e) 
has a solution v.  
We will show that for sufficiently small ||(r||f,3(o,x) the inverse problem (3.9a) — 
(3.9e) has a unique solution. It is equivalent to showing that the map T is one to 
one and onto in a neighborhood of 0. We begin this by computing the linear map 
Dr(0). 
Let Sa 6 C^[0,%). Then by the definition of the map DT{0) we have 
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DT{^){8(T )  = Svt(X,t) ,  where Sv satisfies 
Svtt — Svxx = 0, 0 < X < t  < 2X + X X < X 
(Svt + Svx)(X,t) = 0, X < < < 3% 
5vi(0,f) = 0, 0 < t  < X 
= -  / 6<T{s)d3 + 6u{x,x) ,  
2 Jo 
where Su solves the characteristic initial boundary value problem (3.2a) — (3.2(f). 
This gives us 
Since Sa- is arbitrary, we obtain DT{0) = DTo(O). Hence, by Lemma 3.1 we see 
that ,  DT{0) is  a  l inear  isomorphism from jL^(0,  X) onto L^{X,3X).  
An application of the inverse function theorem to the map DT{0) yields the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. The inverse problem (3.9a) — (3.9e) has a unique solut ion cr in  a 
neighborhood of 0 for suiRciently  small  h .  
We observe that 
In particular, we have Svt{X,t)  = Sut{X,t) .  Therefore, 
DT{0){ScT){t)  = 6vt{X,t)  
= Sut(X,i)  
= Z?ro(0)(^(r)(0. 
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Note that local existence and uniqueness follow from the fact that the map To 
is an isomorphism on a neighborhood of 0. However, numerical examples seem to 
show that the map T is an isomorphism on a larger neighborhood of 0. 
CHAPTER 4 
A GLOBAL UNIQUENESS RESULT 
In Chapter 3 we have shown that the transmission data U i {X,t) ,  X < t  < ZX 
is not sufficient to recover uniquely the unknown impedance A in the following 
equation 
Auti  - {An^)s = 0, 0 < X <t ,  X <X (4.1a) 
subject to the initial condition 
Uj.(0,i) = —^(0> 0 < i. (4.1b) 
We also proved that the function A^{X)ut{X,t) ,  X <t  < ZX obtained from the 
data ««(X, <), 0 < < < 3X uniquely determines the impedance A sufficiently close 
to a constant if A^{X)ut{X,t), X <t < 3% is sufficiently small. 
In this chapter we show that the function A^ {X)ut{X,t) ,  t  > 0 obtained from 
the data ut(X,i), t > 0 uniquely determines the unknown impedance A in the 
problem (4.1a)  — (4.16) without  the smallness restr ict ion.  In other  words if  u and û 
are solutions of the problem (4.1a) — (4.16) corresponding to A and A respectively 
and if  A^{X)ut{X,t)  = A^(X)tif(X,i) ,  t  > 0 then A = À. 
Carroll and Santosa [9], using transmutation techniques, studied this case and 
proved that the transmission data Ut{X, <), i > 0 uniquely determines the reflection 
data •ut(0,<), < > 0. As we mentioned in Chapter 1, they had showed that the 
reflection data ut{Q,t), < > 0 uniquely determines the impedance A. Thus, it follows 
that it is the case thai ut{X,t), t > 0 uniquely determines the unknown impedance 
A. 
We now give an alternate proof of the same fact. As mentioned in Chapter 1, 
the solution u of the problem (4.1a) — (4.16) satisfies 
u(x, t)  = 0, i  < X (4.1c) 
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and 
u{x,x)  = A~^{x).  (4.1d) 
Without loss of generality we may assume X = 1. 
We also proved in Chapter 2 that the solution u satisfies 
< > 0. (4.1e) 
It is clear that 0 < i gives the jump of the solution u of the 
problem (4.1a) — (4.16) and Uf(l,<) = 0, < < 1. Hence, if < > 0 is given 
then can be computed. We show that A^l)tit(l,<), < > 1 uniquely 
determines the impedance A, by using inverse spectral methods. Thus, our next 
goal is to transform the problem (4.1a) — (4.16) into an eigenvalue problem. 
First, we make change of variables. 
Let v{x, t)  — «(1 — x, t )  and B[x) = A(1 — x) .  Then the problem (4.1a) — (4.16) 
becomes 
Bvtt - {Bvx)x =0, 0 < I < 1, <>0 (4.2a) 
i;,(l,f) =6(f), <> 0 (4.2b) 
Note that -B(l) = 1, B(0) = A{1).  We also observe that the boundary condition 
(4.le) gives 
U((0, <) = Ui(0,<)i i > 0- (4.2c) 
By taking the Fourier transform to the problem (4.2a) — (4.2c) with respect to 
t, we obtain 
Bk^v + {Bvx)x = 0, 0 < a: < 1 (4.3a) 
t7j;(l, fc) = 1. (4.3b) 
From the boundary condition (4.2c), we get 
ikv{0,k)  = 1)2(0,6) .  
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Let 
ût{l ,k)  = k{k) .  (4.4) 
Since u(l,<) = i;(0, <), < > 0, we obtain 
ikv{0,k)  = Vx{0,k)  = h{k).  (4.3c) 
We represent the solution v{x,k)  as 
v{x,k)  = h{k)yI{x,k)  +  ^ /B{0)h{k)y2{x,  k) ,  (4.5) 
where yi and 1/2 are fundamental solutions of (4.3a) with 
yi(0,fc) = yi(0,A:) = 0 
and 
1 
y2(0,k)~0,  ^2(0,6) = 
y#) 
From (4.36) and (4.5) we have 
1 = ^^^^hik)y[{l,k) + /BMM%2(1,A:). 
Since y/B{0)h{k)  ^ 0, we obtain 
1 _ 3/1(1, t) 
y/B{Ô)h{k) ik  4- 3/2(1, ^)' (4.6) 
By equating the pure and the imaginary parts of the equation (4.10) we find yj (1, k) 
and 2/2(1,6). Moreover, 
^B{Q)h{k) uniquely determines y\{\ ,k)  and y2{l ,k) .  (4.7) 
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Next, we compute the term ^ /B{Q)h{k ) .  From (4.4), we obtain 
yË(ÔjA(&) 
= y/A{1)  f  U i { l , t ) exp{—ik t )d t  
Jo 
= y/A{1){J u t{ l , t ) exp{—ik t )cH + J (1)5(< — 1) exp(—zA:i)rf<) 
= {y /Â( ï )u t { l , t ) )  exp{ - i k t )d t  + exp(—ifc). 
Therefore, 
\AA(l)ut(l, <), < > 1 uniquely determines \/^(0)^(6). (4.8) 
Neumann - Neumann eigenvalues of (4.3o) are the eigenvalues of (4.3a) subject 
to the boundary conditions v'{0,k) = û'(l, 6) = 0. Similarly the eigenvalues of 
(4.3a) subject to the boundary conditions v{0,k) = v'{l,k) = 0 are called Dirichlet 
- Neumann eigenvalues of (4.3a). We defined yi{x, k) and y2(®» k) as the solutions of 
the differential equation (4.3o) with yj(0, k) = 1/2(0, A) = 0. Therefore, the solutions 
of the equation yi(l, k) = 0 are the Neumann - Neumann eigenvalues {/J-j} of (4.3a) 
and the solutions of 1/2(1,fc) = 0 are the Dirichlet - Neumann eigenvalues {Aj} of 
(4.3a). 
Hence, by (4.7) and (4.8) we conclude that the function (l)ut(l, <), t  >  1  
uniquely determines the Neumann - Neumann and Dirichlet - Neumann eigenvalues 
of (4.3a). 
Andersson ([1],[2]) studied the case when log A Ç BV and proved that the eigen­
values {Aj} and {fJ-j} uniquely determine the impedance A. Hence, the function 
^ï(l)iit(l,<), t > 1 uniquely determines the unknown impedance A in the equa­
tion (4.1). The reconstruction methods to recover A from the eigenvalues {/ij} and 
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{Aj-} can be found in McLaughlin [16], Rundell and Sacks [18] and Jayawardena 
[14]. 
Thus, based on the results mentioned above we have proved; 
Theorem 4.1. Let log A G BV and let u satisfy the boundary value problem 
(4.1a) — (4.16). Then the function t > 1 uniquely determines the 
impedance A in the equation (4.1a). 
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CHAPTER 5 
NUMERICAL RESULTS 
5.1 Numerical Methods 
In this chapter we present two different numerical methods to recover the un­
known a in the functional equation 
r(<r) = ^, (5.1) 
where the function T is 
defined by T{cr ) ( t )  = Here, v  satisfies the characteristic initial boundary 
value problem 
Vu — VxT — =0, 0 < z < < < 2X +  z, X <  X  (5.2a) 
(r. + vt)(.Y,0 =0, X  < t < Z X  (5.2b) 
v40 , t )=0 ,  0<t<2X (5.2c) 
1 
v (x , x )  =exp(- J  cr{s )ds ) ,  0  <  x  <  X .  (5.2d) 
Once we recover the a then from the equation 
A(x) = exp( I cr{3)d3) 
Jo 
we can find the impedance A.  
In the previous chapters we have shown that the map T is Frechet differentiable 
and it's Frechet derivative at cr namely DT{cr) is a linear map: 
DT {,7) :  L^{0 ,X)  —> L^X ,3X)  
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defined by DT{a){8(T){ i )  =  Sv t {X , t ) ,  where 6v  satisfies the following characteristic 
initial boundary value problem. 
Svtt — Svxs — crSvx = Scrvx, 0 < x < t < 2X + x < X (5.3a) 
(fvz + 8vt ) {X ,  f) = 0, X < t<  3X (5.3b) 
^ •Ux(0 , ^ )  =  0 ,  0<t<2X (5.3c) 
1 f - ^  1  
8v[x,x) = - / ^<r(3)rf5 exp(- / o-(5)da). 0 < a; < X 
(5.3d) 
Moreover we have proved that the equation (5.1) has a unique solution cr if ^ is 
sufficiently small in L^{X,ZX). Now, our task is to find the tr numerically if g is 
given. To this end we begin with the Newton's method: 
1) start with an initial guess o*. 
2) if ||T'(o") — is small enough then quit, 
else, find 8(t such that g  = T{(t) + DT{(t){S(t). 
3) <T <— cr + 8(r and go to 1. 
The most important and difficult step in the above method is to solve the equation 
DT(<r) (S^ )  =  g -T(cr )  
stably for the unknown Sa. 
One way to approach this problem is to approximate DT{cr) by DT(0). i.e., to 
find 8(7 such that 
DT{( i ) {è<T)  =g-T{a) .  
In Chapter 3 we have shown that the linear operator Z)T'(O) is invertible, 
||Z)r(0)-i|| = s/l and 
Z?r(0)-^ (/)(<) = -4/(2f + .Y) for every / E l'(%,3%). 
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The above leads to the iteration scheme 
(Ti — 0 
0"n+i(®) = tTn{x )  -  4{g  -  T{<Tn) ) {2x  +  X) ,  X € [0,Z]. (5.4) 
Next, we study the convergence properties of the iteration scheme (5.4). 
Let Bn+i = — <r. Then from (5.4) we get 
e„+i = e„ - DT{0)-' (r(^„) -  T{<r) ) .  (5.5) 
We use the differentiability of T to express 
T{a-N) -  T{(t) = I>r(£7-)(e„) + 5(en), 
where 
II ( n)||2 Q i|e„||2 —> 0. (5.6) 
l|en||2 
By substituting the above in (5.4), we derive 
=Z?T(0)-^((£'r(0)-Pr(^))(e„) + 5(en)). (5.7) 
Using the property (5.6) and the continuity of the operator DT we obtain a 6 > 0 
such that if ||en||2, ||ir||2 < 6 then 
||(DT(0) - OT(<r))(e„)||, < ji|l|e„||2 and ||«(«.)l|2 < 
Combining (5.7) with these two estimates we observe that if ||e„||2, ||<r||2 < ê then 
||en+i||2 < f ||en||2- Therefore, if cr < 5 we see that the iteration (5.4) converges and 
the rate of convergence is linear. 
Another approach for solving the equation DT{cr ) {S (T)  =  g  — T{ ( r )  for 6a-  is the 
least-square approach. In other words find 6cr which minimizes the quantity 
\\T { c r )  + DT{^){S c t) -  G \ \ 2 .  
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We can solve the above minimization problem stably by the conjugate gradient 
method if we have the adjoint map DT*{cr) of DT{(t) in hand. Thus, we study the 
adjoint map of DT[<t). 
Let <T, 6cr E C~(0,X) and let w E C°°{D) ,  where 
D =  {(œ, t )  :  0  <  X < t  <  2X  + a;, x < %}. 
We multiply the equation 
ASvtt - {A6vx)x = 5<tAV:c, 
which is an equivalent form of (5.3a), by wt and integrate over the domain D, using 
integration by parts. 
If w satisfies 
Awtt — (j4wz)z = 0, 0<x<<< 2X +  X,  X <  X  (5.8a) 
w,(0,/) = 0, 0<<<2X (5.8b) 
—w{x ,2X  + a:) = 0, 0 < i < % (5.8c) 
dx  
then we obtain 
j4.(%) / 6vt{wt — •Wx){X,t)dt = / Sa-{x)[A(x) / wtVx{x,t)dt 
Jx Jo Jx 
-1 d  
-  y /MJC)M^-—w{x ,x )  
- ^ / ^ /A{X)A{s ) (T-^w{s ,3 )d3]dx .  
4 Jo dx (5.9) 
Let (f> E C~[X, 3X) and if w satisfies the boundary condition 
(u ; t -« ; . ) (X ,0  =  ^ ^ ,  X<t<ZX (5.8d) 
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then from the equation (5.9) we obtain 
wtVx{x , t )d t  -  -^ /Â ïJc jÂ^—w{x ,x )  
Z ax 
— J / y/A{X)A{a)(r{3)-^w{3,3)d3. (5.10) 
4 JQ dx  
Since (j) 6 C^[X,3X) ,  the solution w of (5.8a) — (5.8(f) belongs to C°°{D) .  This 
property (i.e. w 6 C°°{D)) justifies the above procedure and also guarantees that 
the map DT*{<r) is a well defined map from 3%) into We also 
notice that the map DT''{cr) is linear. Since C^[X,SA') is dense in L '^[X ,ZX) ,  we 
extend DT*{cr) to the domain X^(X, 3X) as a bounded linear map. 
Next, we extend the map DT* 
DT* : Co~(0,X) 5(2:=^(X,3X),i2(o,X)) 
to L^(0,-iY). Let cr, /3 G C~. Since DT*{(t) and DT*{/3) are adjoints of DT{(t) and 
DT{l3), we obtain 
WDT'IA) - DT*M\ = \\DT{<T) -  DT{/3)\\. (5.11) 
In Chapter 2 we have shown that 
\\DT{<T) -  DTM\ < Cslk - /31|2, (5.12) 
where Cg is exponential polynomial in ||cr||2, ||/3|| and X.  From (5.11) and (5.12) 
we obtain that the map DT* 
DT* : L^{0,X) —> B{L^{X,3X),L''{0,X)) 
DT*{a)mx)  =  A{x)  j 
is locally Lipschitz. 
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Next, we give the conjugate gradient algorithm (Hestenes [13]) to compute the 
<r in the equation (5.1). 
(Tj = 0.0 
do n=l, Ni 
do k=l, Nz 
if ||r((rTi) - 5II2 < ei then quit 
else 
6cr =  0 ,  R I = G - T { < T N ) ,  P I  =  D T * { A - N ) I R I )  
Oik = 
WDT'Mivkm 
\ \DT{<Tn){pkm 
6<r = So- + akPk 
rk+i  = r t  +  akDT{crn){pk )  
If ||rfc+i||2 < 62 then quit 
else continue 
0k = 
l|Dr-(^n)(r^)lli 
continue 
Pk+i = DT''[an){rk+i) +/îfcPfc 
^Ti+l — 4" 
continue 
end 
Now, we describe a method to find T[(t) numerically for a given <r. We write the 
equation (5.2a) in the form 
Avtt - {Avx)x = 0. (5.13) 
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Let Vt = p and Avx = q- Then by differentiating the first equality with respect to x 
and the second with respect to i, we obtain 
^Px — Çf = 0. (5.14) 
Moreover from the equation (5.13) we obtain 
^Pt - = 0. (5.15) 
Let 
Then from (5.14) and (5.15) we derive 
AD'^p=D'^q (5.16) 
AD-p=-D-q  (5.17) 
We also notice that the characteristic boundary condition (5.2(f) is equivalent to 
Ap + ? = — — v' A[X)A(t (5.18) 
along the characteristic x  =  t .  The initial and boundary conditions (5.2c) and (5.2d) 
may be expressed as 
q{Q, t )  =  0 ,  0<t<X (5.19) 
and 
(Ap  +  q){X ,  t )=0 ,  X  < t<  3X.  (5.20) 
From the equations (5.14) — (5.19) we find p  and q  discretely in the domain D 
by  us ing  the  me thod  o f  cha rac te r i s t i c s .  In  pa r t i cu la r  a . i  x  =  X  we ge t  T{(r ) ( t i )  =  
Similarly we can find DT and DT* if the arguments are given. 
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5.2 Numerical Examples 
In this section we give numerical examples obtained by using the algorithms 
described in the previous section. We generate the data by solving the forward 
problem (5.2a) — (5.2ci). 
We reconstruct the cr's in the figures 1 and 4 by using the quasi-Newton method. 
Figures 2 and 5 show the corresponding impedances. We run the iteration scheme 
until ||T((rc) — ^(cr)!! < 10~®, where (T^ is a computed (T. 
In the first example 
\\T{cr,) - T{(r ) \ \2  = 5 • 10"®, - «rUs = 1 • 10"". 
The numbers for the second example are 
\\T{(rc) - r((T)||2 = 7 • 10-«, Ike - (r||2 = 9 • 10"^ 
The above two examples require .55 and .415 cpu time on a DEC 5000 work station. 
We use the conjugate gradient method to reconstruct the as' in the figures 7, 10 
and 13. The corresponding impedance reconstructions are shown in the figures 8, 
11 and 14. We iterate this scheme with ej = 10~® and eg = 10"^. 
Example 3: \\T{(rc) — T((r)||2 = 2 • 10~®, ||crc — a\\2 = 7 • 10""^. 
Example 4: ||T((rc) - r((r)||2 = 2 • 10~®, \\ac - a-\\2 = 2 • 10"^. 
Example 5: \\T[crc) — T{(t)\\2 — 9 • 10~®, ||o-c - <r||2 = 3 • 10""^. 
The examples 3, 4 and 5 require 3.14, 1.48 and 1.32 cpu time respectively on the 
work station DEC 5000. 
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. 5  
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Figure 1: Reconstruction of a by the quasi-Newton method. 
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exact A(x) 
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Figure 2: Reconstruction of .4 by the quasi-Newton method. 
Figure 3: Impulse response of a in Figure 1 at a: = 4. 
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Figure 4: Reconstruction of a by the quasi-Newton method. 
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Figure 5: Reconstruction of A by the quasi-Newton method. 
Figure 6; Impulse response of a in Figure 4 at i — 4. 
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Figure 7: Reconstruction of a by the conjugate gradient method. 
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Figure 8; Reconstruction of A by the quasi-Newton method. 
Figure 9: Impulse response of a in Figure 7 at a; = 4. 
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Figure 10: Reconstruction of a by the cojugate gradient method 
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Figure 11: Reconstruction of A by the conjugate gradient method 
Figure 12: Impulse response of a in Figure 10 at x = 4 
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Figure 13; Reconstruction of o by the cojugate gradient method. 
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Figure 14: Reconstruction of A by the conjugate gradient method. 
Figure 15: Impulse response of a in Figure 13 at x = 4. 
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